EPOC event 28 January 2018
EPOC are hosting the YHOA Middle Distance Championships and a Superleague event on
January 28 at Storthes Hall. It will also be a memorial event for Alistair Tinto. Many of you will
have known Alistair and also know how much he did over many years for EPOC and YHOA.
Obviously all are hoping that the event will be a popular and successful one when we can
remember Alistair as well as enjoy our runs.
Unfortunately, there is now a clash with a nearby attractive event. DVO had to cancel a National
event on Eyam Moor on 10 Dec and it has had to be rearranged as a Regional event on 28
January. DVO have considered moving it to another date, but they are very restricted and it has to
stay on January 28. Pre-entries from 10 Dec have been transferred to the new date and there
were many YHOA entries. With the date change and the clashing EPOC memorial event, DVO
understand that some people will wish to cancel their entries and get a refund. This is possible up
to Jan 2 though there will be small administration charge. Pre-entries to the DVO event should
have received an email about this.
Obviously we hope that all YHOA members orienteering on that day will choose to go to the EPOC
event. However, we do understand that those who already have an entry for the DVO event and/or
find Eyam Moor an attractive alternative, may still wish to go to that event. The clash is
unfortunate, but please understand that DVO and EPOC have tried to avoid it.
The EPOC event can be entered via Fabian4. It is cheaper than the DVO one, and nearer for
most. Hopefully, there will also be awards at the event for the 2017 YHOA Superleague and Urban
League.

